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Agenda

• QEPrize & RAEng Background

• Early Career Groups within both organisations

• Why do we have them?

• How do they work?

• Engagement opportunities

• Challenges

• Other Opportunities for ECP involvement

• Questions
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Background

• The Royal Academy of Engineering is the UK’s national academy for engineering, 
working to deliver public benefit through engineering excellence and technology 
innovation.

• The Queen Elizabeth Prize for Engineering promotes excellence in engineering and 
salutes engineering’s leading figures with the added purpose of inspiring and 
exciting young people to consider engineering as a discipline and career choice
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How do we engage with Early Career Professionals?

• At RAEng we have the Early Career Engineers Group and the QEPrize has its 
Ambassador Network

• both groups open to all ECPs, both in industry and academia

• ECEG is mainly for UK engineers while the Ambassador Network is global
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Why Have ECP Groups – The Academy Perspective

• Important bridge between the profession and the Academy / QEPrize

• Allows representation of the whole profession

• Presents a vision of engineering that the general public can identify with
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Why Have ECP Groups – The Young Engineer’s Perspective

• Provides opportunities to engage with Academies, PEIs and employer groups

• Enables networking outside a narrow peer group

• Provides training and experience that might otherwise be unavailable 

• Gives an opportunity to contribute to wider discussions
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The QEPrize Ambassador Network

• Number of members: 200

• Countries represented: 15

• Average age: ~28 years old

• Criteria for membership:

• engineering qualifications and/or engineering role (any pathway)

• within the first 10 years of an engineering career

• clear and demonstrable motivation to inspire others to become involved in engineering 
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Identifying Priorities

• The QEPrize sets the strategic aims of the network

• Delivering these aims is the responsibility of the Ambassador Network Council

• Dedicated staff member support

• Network is recognised as a key vehicle for delivering the overall aims of the QEPrize
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QEPrize Ambassador Network Activities

• Involvement in the QEPrize Search & Nomination Committee

• Digital and in-person outreach events with schools, museums and public 
institutions such as the London Libraries Network

• Bespoke training workshops and thought leadership events

• Representing and supporting the QEPrize on social media, as volunteers and at 
high profile events.
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Challenges
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• Communication, both internal and external

• Broad engagement

• Funding

• Record-keeping and learning lessons



Other Opportunities for ECP involvement

• ECPs at the heart of Academy campaigns, with This is Engineering being the most 
high profile

• Engagement with third parties, for example The Science Museum and the UK 
Young Academy

• Membership of professional bodies
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Academy style cheat sheet

• Refer to the Academy rather than RAEng

• Use gender-neutral language – chair rather than chairman

• Engineering has a lowercase e unless it’s at the beginning of a sentence

• Think about your audience and their knowledge

• Remember to check post-noms on the list of Fellows 
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This is Engineering

• Use photos that will make people want to stop and read on.

• Where possible, use images with people in them and demonstrate diversity.

• Make sure that the people are doing things.

• Avoid photos of people holding wine glasses!

• Images need to be good quality and high resolution (at least 300 dpi).

• Make use of our This is Engineering Flickr library!
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/thisisengineering/


Questions
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